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Learn how longtime 
digital marketing 
strategies in B2B are 
becoming obsolete,  
as a new model 
for prospecting and 
engagement arises. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

CHANGING THE  
PROSPECTING PARADIGM

If you’re like most marketers, you’ve heard a lot of hyperbole over the years about how 
established marketing models are suddenly about to become defunct, superseded by 
new technologies or fresh approaches that’ll revolutionize the B2B prospecting and 
selling process.

Some pundits even decry the sales funnel as 

a decrepit and overly-deterministic model that 

doesn’t hold up in an omnichannel era layered with 

umpteen touchpoints, where prospects increasingly 

hold the lion’s share of the power in the supplier-

customer relationship.  A recent Forrester survey of 

B2B marketers found that 78% of them saw their 

prospects’ buying journeys becoming more complex 

and nonlinear.

Still, the premise of the “buyer’s journey” isn’t an 

arbitrary B-school construct, but mirrors intrinsic 

human behavior as we run the course from initial 

awareness to clicking the “buy” button or cutting  

that P.O.

But the tools and touchpoints involved in the buyer’s journey have changed 

radically over only the past decade. Platforms that held out dazzling promise 

only a few years ago are now considered rote and inefficient. 

The whole ecology of engagement surrounding lead generation, prospecting, 

engagement and CRM has evolved. And the metrics and expectations used to judge 

success or failure have ratcheted up, too. Yesterday’s outstanding results won’t  

wash anymore.
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In this document, Volume 1 of a three-part series, we’ll examine the past, present and 

emergent future of digital B2B prospecting, and show how social media has taken 

command as the new template for effectively finding and engaging prospects. 

And we’ll give an overview of how marketers can go even further, by leveraging social 

media to activate account-based marketing (ABM) at scale...with a little help from 

innovations like artificial intelligence.

‘You can’t write some business,  
until you have had a conversation.’
Frank Bettger
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THE ROLODEX, R.I.P.  
Looking back at how prospecting has evolved, there’s one thing that’s basic to business 
in any era: The better the quality of its leads, the more time a sales team can spend 
actually selling, rather than prospecting. 

Marketo put numbers to this through a recent benchmark study showing how 

companies with mature, well-developed lead generation practices saw 133% greater 

revenue over plan than average companies, and 174% more than the least-mature 

companies.  One part of their success? The fact that sales reps at those mature firms 

spent 73% of their time selling, whereas reps at less-mature companies were only 

selling 57% of the time.

So quality lead generation has always been vital, especially since cold calling is a hit-or-

(mostly) miss proposition: a Harvard Business Review study found that 91% of the time, 

cold calling doesn’t work. No surprise, since 90% of C-suite executives told HBR they 

never respond to cold calls or email blasts.

The pivotal transformation in lead gen came in where and how marketers obtain quality 

leads, driven by the steamroller arrival of digital marketing.
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THE WEB FLIPPED  
THE FORMULA  

Someday, Grandpa will be lecturing his 
grandkids about how B2B prospecting 
and sales happened back in the Good  
Old Days:

  We used to run trade ads, or send query letters, or go to  
trade shows and conferences, by gum. We’d meet people! 

 You did what, Grandpa?

  Meet them! Look them square in the eye and close  
the deal with a handshake.

 Ewwww! You didn’t even have Skype?  

Not that long ago, salespeople dragged themselves through countless cold calls, wearing 

out Rolodexes and Ma Bell rotaries in the endless search for any semi-warm lead.  List-

based prospecting came after that, as marketers attacked poorly-vetted targets using 

telephone boiler rooms, direct mail or CRM eblasting only a step removed from “spray 

and pray” techniques.

The arrival of the web, then of smartphones that effectively put the web in every user’s 

pocket, created the self-directed buyer, able to do their own research, explore all 

options, build their own impressions of competing brands or vendors, and get far down 

their decision path before ever chatting up a salesperson.

In fact, many wouldn’t mind avoiding that conversation entirely. A Content Marketing 

Institute report reveals that 80% of business decision-makers prefer to get company 

information through articles, not ads. 
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According to Forrester, 70-90% of the typical purchase decision process 

takes place before buyers decide to reach out to suppliers or sales reps. 

Forrester also found that they’ll consult 11.4 pieces of content during  

that process.

Why not? Between content marketing, industry reviews, word-of-mouth and a 

host of other sources, there’s too much good information at their fingertips:

     90% of B2B buyers say online content has 

a moderate to major effect on purchasing 

decisions, according to a CMO Council study.

     55% of them search for purchase-related insights using social media,  

according to Business.com. 

You’ve probably already been buried in the statistical cornucopia of stats like these, 

hammering home the point that B2B buyers now hold all the cards. 

The net-net? It’s all brought on a shift in the prospecting paradigm for companies:

As recently as 2002, 
Rolodex was still selling 

10MM units per year.
Bill Hammack,  

Public Radio Exchange

Marketing-inspired word-of-mouth 
generates more than twice the  sales of 
paid advertising, and these customers 
have a 37% higher retention rate.
McKinsey
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THE PURSUIT OF  
PERFECTED PROSPECTING  

As leadgen shifted from outbound to inbound strategies, martech providers burned 
the midnight oil in refining prospect targeting and engagement, at least as far as 
available technology allows. 

The vision? That big data integration can supercharge persona-based prospecting, 

paving the way to universal account-based marketing where every prospect 

experiences a 1-to-1 engagement that’s thoroughly customized. 

 One new but formidable tool for realizing this vision? Artificial intelligence, which will 

massively expedite hyper-personalized ABM -- at scale.
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BIG DATA

Big data integration provides sales intelligence that puts list-based 
prospecting and other yesteryear approaches to shame. 

Big data can support customized interactions that are sensitive to context,  

timing, and a prospect’s buying signals (as in when a targeted software architect 

posts a question on Gitter that implies they might be open to a developer’s 

product). The results? Seriously cranked-up response rates.

But putting big data to work means recognizing a few realities:

    Using big data requires...data. Implementing big data often means getting everyone 

in an enterprise on board to share their siloed data, and the data on hand may not  

be compatible, relevant or even accurate. So that may require obtaining data from 

third-party sources, or gathering it from scratch.

    It also takes talent. Unless an enterprise invests in having data science experts on 

hand, it’ll have a hard time extracting value from even the best data. 

    Your own data can be a narrow window. What a marketer gleans from user visits 

to their own website or via other owned touchpoints only supplies data about those 

users -- not prospects at large. So while you can track their behaviors for triggered 

emails or other outreach, you’re not getting scope or insight about the whole available 

universe of potential prospects.

    It can’t tell you “why?” Big data can detail prospect behaviors, but not the 

motivations behind them. For instance, why would they react differently to two 

separate marketing campaigns? 

    It’s at the mercy of analytics. To mine value like deep 

insights or predictive analytics, the computational engine being 

employed has to be capable of delivering the goods. 

    It’s not a panacea. No amount of big data capture and 

analysis will miraculously fix problems with your core business 

model or marketing strategy if they’re seriously flawed. 

Companies that regularly 
maintain their database can  
see 66% higher conversion  
rates than those that don’t.

Dun & Bradstreet/Netprospex study

73% of organizations 
had already invested 

or planned to invest in 
big data by 2016

Gartner
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PERSONA-BASED PROSPECTING

Persona-based prospecting is a fundamental of marketing automation, yet just 23% 
of B2B marketers have adopted a persona-centric approach to developing content, 
according to SiriusDecisions.  So it’s no wonder that 29% of those surveyed admitted 
that irrelevance was the top reason their content wasn’t being consumed by buyers.

Personalization at every touchpoint is what prospects -- B2B and B2C alike -- are now expecting.  

Personalized emails, for example, see open rates that are 26% better, and deliver 760% more revenue, 

according to research by Epsilon and Campaign Monitor.

But the current apparatus for leveraging personas is far from perfect:

    Personas are typically built manually, a cost and logistics obstacle for many  

B2B companies.

    They have to be consistently updated to keep pace with any changes in target 

demographics or need states.

    They’re still archetypes that represent only a marketer’s “best guess” about prospect 

wants, needs and behaviors.

    By being dependent on job titles, personas may fail at identifying key prospects  

who are filling the right roles but don’t use those titles.

    They’re used as part of inflexible marketing automation workflows that are 

usually hard-coded and incapable of adjusting in real time to prospect dynamics.

65% of companies who exceed lead 
and revenue goals have updated their 
personas within the last 6 months.  
And high-performing companies 
are 2.3 times more likely to have 
researched the drivers of their buyers.
Cintell
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ACCOUNT-BASED MARKETING (ABM)

ABM, when optimally executed, treats individual prospects or customers as  
“markets of one,” using 1-to-1 engagement to grow business within existing or  
targeted customer accounts. 

By aligning sales and marketing in a feedback loop where each informs the other, ABM can take 

advantage of the fact that B2B buyers are predisposed to welcome vendor proposals and dialogues  

that they find relevant and useful. 

Without ABM, a marketer’s targeting and relevance can routinely miss the mark when they try to 

penetrate a new account or expand across an existing one.  A study by one agency, TMP, found that  

77% of decision-makers felt marketing from new suppliers was poorly targeted, causing them to  

stick with entrenched vendors.

To reach its real potential, present-day ABM must reckon with various factors such as:

   ABM is hard to scale.  Marketing and sales teams usually have to pick-and-choose 

which accounts they target using present-day ABM, because it still relies on 

manpower and manual workflows, making it cost-effective only for bigger or  

more lucrative targets.

   Sales and marketing have to align. Both teams need to agree on which accounts  

and individuals merit targeting, and what tactics should be used -- inbound or 

outbound -- to engage them.

   ABM must be careful of customer culture. Case studies have shown how providing 

1-to-1 engagement to one prospect can alienate others in the same organization, 

who feel slighted.

   It needs insight and intel.  To work right, ABM requires in-depth awareness of both  

a prospect’s needs and goals, and of their company’s overall strategies and 

objectives; this is vital in proving you’re a credible partner.

57% of 500 B2B marketers surveyed said 
more than 20% of their marketing budget is 
now allocated to ABM, with 83% spending 
more than they had the previous year.
2016 survey by Demandbase and Integrate
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & DEEP LEARNING

Many of the hurdles facing big data integration, persona-based  prospecting and ABM 
will be resolved as artificial intelligence is incorporated into the marketing stack: 

   A.I./deep learning systems will be able to give value to big data by analyzing massive 

amounts of data from multiple sources, including the social graph or third parties, to 

identify prospects and insights that are currently invisible to the marketer, or buried 

within existing data.

   Personas will become far more actionable, built and continually updated using 

actual, observable data from multiple sources for a richer, more nuanced profile of 

your target. Marketers will be to identify the best leads and the right touchpoints 

and messaging to engage them, using real-world data about their preferences and 

behaviors. 

   Engagement gets personal, since A.I. will learn more about a prospect with every 

interaction, further enhancing engagement at every step along the purchase path.

   Speed-to-response is shortened almost exponentially, as AI-enhanced marketing 

automation can engage in real time,  adjusting to each person’s context and needs.

   Infrastructure is streamlined, because a marketer can eliminate hard-coded 

workflows (and all that expensive elbow-grease to maintain them). AI can learn  

and make ongoing associations without supervision, making the entire platform 

thinner and smarter. 

   ABM will be able to work at scale, since deep learning systems will automate 

targeting and 1-to-1 engagement, making it feasible to apply ABM to any size or  

type of account.

So the next prospecting paradigm will be 1-to-1 engagement enabled by social 

targeting and artificial intelligence.
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AN EVOLVING  
CHANNEL ECOLOGY

The arrival of digital and online marketing saw marketers presented with very circumscribed 
channels for prospecting and engagement. At the time, they were breakthroughs. 

But technology and audience expectations kept evolving, in tandem, driving inexorably toward where we 

stand today. 

The present (and future) status quo compels marketers  
to demonstrate escalating levels of personalization,  
brand authenticity and prospect empowerment. 

That evolution of the “engagement channel ecology” has matured through three distinct 

phases, each centered around a different set of channels. Along the way, marketers 

have benefited from increasingly-richer levels of prospect insight, personalization and 

engagement.
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WHERE’S THE BEST WATER?

This isn’t to say that ad banners and content syndication, for instance, are obsolete. All of the “old” channels  

still have their place.

It’s just that the watering hole analogy applies: Over time, users migrated from  

publisher websites to Google to social media, because they found greater value from  

each ensuing channel. 

Today, they’re drawing their water from social media because it combines mobile 

accessibility, social interaction, community collaboration, crowdsourced insights and  

a vast array of content choices.
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A DIGITAL PROSPECTING SCORECARD 

PUBLISHER & 
NON-PUBLISHER WEBSITES,  

LIST-BASED EMAIL

GOOGLE ADWORDS,  
S.E.O. & S.E.M., 

CONTENT SYNDICATION
SOCIAL MEDIA

BENEFITS:
   Early novelty drove interest

    Gave marketers new 
prospecting channels

    Ads on publisher websites  
can be focused against 
prospect need

BENEFITS:
    Better targeting through 
keywords

    Higher search rankings  
imply brand relevance and 
drive traffic

BENEFITS:
    More “fish in the pond” -- B2B 
prospects are increasingly 
reliant on social media for 
research

    Expedites engagement and 
loyalty as prospects willfully 
become followers

    Enables community-building

    Greater virality and word-of-
mouth 

    Delivers real-time market 
intelligence

    Improves search rankings

    Lower campaign costs, 
including lower Cost-Per-Click

CHALLENGES:
    Until recently, devoid of 
personalization 

    Banners are ineffective and/
or have high CPM

    Batch-blast email has poor 
open rates and CTR

    Poor email targeting can 
result in being black-flagged 
as spam

    Interruptive, and now 
perceived as shoddy, old-
school marketing

CHALLENGES:
    Adwords can be costly yet 
inefficient - 2-5% best-case 
conversion rates

    Redundant if B2B prospects 
are already using search to 
research your segment

    Search rankings  vulnerable 
to changes in algorithms, 
other externally-dictated 
factors

    Content syndication is limited 
at  targeting leads and 
accounts; cost escalates with 
each degree of focus

    SEO/SEM depends on 
clickthrough to initiate 
deeper 1-to-1 experiences

   User privacy concerns

CHALLENGES:
    Hurdles in identifying B2B 
prospects

    Requires precise targeting 
and relevance to avoid 
blowback and negative WOM

    Demands constant content, 
curation and reputation 
management

    Calls for organizational 
commitment and awareness

   Proving R.O.I.

    Some segments may have 
smaller audiences on social
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WHY SOCIAL TARGETING?

Social media is the new hunting ground for B2B prospecting, for all the reasons listed in 
the “scorecard” and more:

    81% of B2B decision makers use online communities and blogs to help  

make purchasing decisions, and 74% use LinkedIn and 42% use Twitter, according 

to MarketingThink.

    80% of those respondents said that at least once per month they visited vendor-

independent communities, vendor-sponsored forums or LinkedIn.

    A study by Content Marketing Institute and Marketing Profs shows 93% of B2B 

marketers use social media, making it the most common B2B marketing tactic.

    The number of social media users rose by 176 million in the last year, based on 

data from Social Media Today.

    67.4% of all web users will use a social network this year, according to eMarketing.

Social media has evolved into a powerful two-way communications tool for brands 

and buyers to connect and converse. Coordinated messages across multiple channels 

and touchpoints extend those conversations, creating continuous engagement.

Social media is unique among digital channels in how 
it encourages engagement by its very nature: users 
are predisposed to dialogue with their community or 
followers, or with the brands they follow.

Capitalizing on all the potential of social media for finding and capturing prospects, 

though, relies on using advanced social targeting solutions. The reasons?
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REASON #1: FINDING THE RIGHT PROSPECTS

While more and more B2B users are on social channels, there are issues in distinguishing 
which of them might be solid prospects:

    Social identity: Many don’t include their work status, employer or job title as part  

of their social platform identity, so identifying them would require cross-matching  

data from other sources.

    Real roles: Even those that can be identified by title or company may not be true 

prospects, since their title may not align with their real role or task focus.

    Need states: Even if they’re identified as good prospects, it’s important to  

determine their need state or place along their purchase path to reach them with  

the right messaging. 

REASON #2: REDUCING THE RISKS 

Using social media for B2B marketing entails risks that demand a marketer use the best 
targeting tools available:

    Being interruptive: Many users, even if they’re using social for B2B purchasing 

research, resent irrelevant or disruptive intrusions into their social feeds, which they 

regard as being very personal.

    Wrong place, wrong time: Even if your message is relevant, it’s crucial to learn where 

and when to target prospects so they’re receptive; a promoted post during a specific 

daypart on Pinterest may perform better with a target than using the same post  

on Facebook.

    Bad word-of-mouth: Nielsen found that 92% of consumers believe what their  

peers say about  a brand, while only 33% believe anything a brand says about itself.  

So provoking toxic word-of-mouth with poorly-targeted marketing can be more than  

a little damaging to brand stature.
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REASON #3: OPTIMIZING OUTCOMES

    Creating connection: Even if prospects are identified, putting the right content and 

CTAs in front of them is critical, and that means understanding their role, purchase 

intent, point within your sales funnel, etc.

    Keeping relevant: Once identified or engaged, prospects aren’t static -- their needs 

and motivations will change over time, whether it’s within their own fiscal quarter or 

over the course of years, so a marketer should continually update a prospect’s profile.

    Containing costs: Identifying and engaging prospects in social channels will be 

expensive and time-consuming if it’s attempted without using a sophisticated, 

automated social targeting platform.
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THE NECESSITY OF A.I.  
FOR SOCIAL TARGETING

As social media channels continue to proliferate and more B2B prospects  
(and competitors) take advantage of them, targeting those prospects becomes 
more complex. 

But the timeframe to target and connect with them will only keep shrinking, thanks to buyers’ 

expectations of obtaining the information they want here and now, and competitive pressures.

As we’ve mentioned before, artificial intelligence and deep learning can automate the prospecting 

process, and that’s both absolutely necessary and  incredibly impactful in specific terms for  

social targeting:

    By being able to collect and compare data from both social channels and other 

sources, A.I. can precisely identify your actual B2B prospects.

    By continually working in real time, A.I. can trigger immediate messaging, content 

and responses that are relevant to each individual prospect’s need, and that 

succeed within the compressed timeframes of social media.

    A.I. can optimize programmatic advertising and content promotion to get the most 

bang for the budget.

    A.I. will also be a boon to global marketers who need to be able to address 

disparate prospects across multiple borders, where social channel preferences 

often vary.

    It’ll accomplish all of this with automated ease and cost-effectiveness, making 

social targeting for ABM viable at scale.
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ABOUT 

MARIANAIQ
MarianaIQ started out as a conversation between three friends at a Manhattan bistro in 
2012, discussing how omnichannel marketing automation could reach “markets of one” 
and deliver true 1-to-1 engagement.

Since those three friends were among the best minds in deep learning and marketing 

data analytics, it’s no surprise that brainstorm put down stakes as a company in Palo 

Alto, California, in 2013. Its mission? To drive a sea-change in marketing by reversing the 

way marketing is done. 

MarianaIQ precisely identifies and analyzes a marketer’s true targets before any 

campaign or content gets rolled out. Its artificial neural network surfaces insights about 

each target by analyzing social, web and proprietary data, regardless of source or vertical, 

in nonstop real time. The longer it works, the brainier and more predictive MarianaIQ 

becomes about each individual, so a marketer can personalize every single point of 

engagement.

Able to seamlessly integrate with an existing marketing stack, MarianaIQ plumbs an 

ocean of data to connect marketers with the right person, using the right content, at the 

right time. Turning the dream of Account-Based Marketing into bottom-line reality.
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www.marianaIQ.com


